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QUANTUM HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS FOR ATWO-BAND WIGNER-KANE MODELSTEFANO BIONDINI, GIOVANNI FROSALIAND FRANCESCO MUGELLIDipartimento di Elettronia e Teleomuniazioni andDipartimento di Matematia Appliata \G.Sansone"Universit�a di Firenze1. IntrodutionThe numerial simulations of semiondutor devies are usually based onhydrodynami models formulated in terms of marosopi quantities suhas harge density, urrent, energy, and so on. In the lassial frame, hy-drodynami models are derived from the hierarhy of the moments of theBoltzmann equation. Starting from the pionieristi paper by Bl�tekj�r1, inthe 70's, the literature on hydrodynami modeling, both theoretial and nu-merial, is very extensive. The reader interested in hydrodynami modelingan refer to the papers quoted in the review by Anile and Romano2.As it is well known, the uid dynamial desription begins to fail whenthe arriers involved (i.e. eletrons and holes) are few and the quan-tum aspets beome not negligible or even predominant. Nevertheless itis worthwhile to reall that keeping an hydrodynami formulation wouldstill present some relevant advantages (also in the previously mentionedsituation), sine uid dynamial equations are preferable on the omputa-tional side. Moreover, it easier to fae the boundary onditions problemwhen marosopi quantities are involved rather than the Wigner distri-bution funtion or the wave funtion. On the other hand, in pratialappliations, approahes based on mirosopi models are not ompletelysatisfatory, and it is useful to formulate semi-lassial models in terms ofmarosopi variables. Suh models are generally built from a hierarhyof oupled moment equations and referred to as quantum hydrodynamimodels.In this ontext some very interesting results are present in literature,1
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2where a quantum hydrodynami set of equations apable to desribe the be-haviour of nanometri devies like resonant tunneling diodes is introdued.We reall here the \smooth" quantum hydrodynami model proposed byGardner and Ringhofer3, who derive the uid dynamial formulation frommoment expansion of a Wigner{Boltzmann equation, and the approah byJ�ungel4, whose starting point is the ansatz of a peuliar type of solutionsto the Shr�odinger equation. Published results are generally devoted tosingle-band problems.Quantum mehanial phenomena are essential in nanometer sale semi-ondutor devies, as for the Resonant Interband Tunneling Diode (RITD),whose properties di�er from those of the Resonant Tunneling Diode (RTD)beause of the role played by the valene band eletrons in the ontrol ofthe urrent ow5. For the new family of heterojuntion resonant inter-band tunneling diodes, whih make use of resonant interband tunnelingthrough potential barriers, we have to onsider the multi-band struture inthe transport omputation of the urrent.In this ontext, a simple model introdued by E.O.Kane6 in the early60's desribes the eletron behaviour in a system equipped with two al-lowed energy bands separated by a forbidden region. The Kane model isthe simplest framework apaple of inluding one ondution band and onevalene band in eah material of a heterogeneous devie and it is formulatedas the oupling of two Shr�odinger-like equations for the ondution andthe valene band wave (envelope) funtions7. The typial band diagramstruture of a tunneling diode is haraterized by a band alignment suhthat the valene band of the positive side of the semiondutor devie liesabove the ondution band of the negative one.In this paper, we fae the problem of a uid dynamial formulation fora semiondutor devie haraterized by a two{band (i.e. ondution andvalene band) struture where the arriers dynamis is driven by interbandtunneling. We start from the formulation of the Kane model in terms ofWigner funtions7, and derive formally a system for the zeroth, �rst andseond veloity moments.Finally, a short disussion in given on suh model and on related prob-lems, suh as losure and numerial implementation.2. Wigner formulation of the Kane modelLet  (x; t) be the ondution band eletron wave (envelope) funtion and v(x; t) be the valene band eletron wave (envelope) funtion.
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3In the one-dimensional ase, the Kane model reads as follows6;78>>>><>>>>: i~� �t = �� ~22m �2�x2 + V�  � ~2mP � v�xi~� v�t = �� ~22m �2�x2 + Vv� v + ~2mP � �x :where i is the imaginary unit, ~ is the Plank onstant saled by 2�,m is thebare mass of the arriers, V and Vv are the minimum of the ondution bandenergy and maximum of the valene band energy respetively. Moreover Pis the oupling oeÆient given byP = m~rm�m�2mm� Egwhih is obtained through the energy dispersion relation and where m�is the e�etive eletron mass depending, through the x�oordinate, onthe layer omposition, but otherwise isotropi, and Eg = V � Vv is thex�dependent gap energy. We de�ne the density matrix �ij(r; s; t) = i(r; t) j(s; t); i; j = ; v: Taking formally the derivatives with respetto time t of the density matrix element and using Kane eqs., a set of fouroupled evolution equations is derived for the density matrix elements �ij .The Wigner funtion is de�ned by the inverse Fourier transformationwi;j(x; v; t) = F�1�i;j �x+ ~2m�; x� ~2m�� :Then we obtain the following system, whih is the Wigner funtion formu-lation of the Kane model8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

i~�w�t = �i~v �w�x +�w + ~2P2m ��wv�x � �wv�x �� i~Pv [wv + wv℄i~�wv�t = �i~v �wv�x +�vwv + ~2P2m ��wvv�x + �w�x �� i~Pv [wvv � w℄i~�wvv�t = �i~v �wvv�x +�vvwvv � ~2P2m ��wv�x � �wv�x �+ i~Pv [wv + wv℄where w and wvv are real, wv = wv and�ijwij= 12� +1Z�1 +1Z�1 �Vj�x� ~2m�; t�� Vi�x+ ~2m�; t��wij(x; v0; t)ei(v�v0)�d�dv0with i; j = ; v.
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4 Let now de�ne the partile density, the urrent density, the energy den-sity and the third moment, limiting to the 1-dimensional ase.If the quantum mehanial probability densities nij are de�ned bynij(x; t) = +1Z�1 wij(x; v; t)dv ; i; j = ; v ;then n and nvv are the probability densities for the positions of eletronsin band of ondution and valene, respetively. The interband terms nvand nv are omplex funtions suh that nv = nv.It is worthwhile to remark that only n and nvv are real funtions,orresponding to probability densities, but also we remark that the Wignerfuntions arise from the envelope funtion, not from the wave funtion andso the physial meaning of this quantities has to be understood in the senseof the envelope theory8;9.It is well known that the �rst order moment of the Wigner funtion withrespet to the veloity and multiplied by the harge �q is the quantumurrent density. Similarly, in the frame of a two-band system, we de�neJij = �q +1Z�1 vwij(x; v; t)dv ; i; j = ; v :Also in this ase we an reover the lassial meaning of the ondution(valene) urrent density J (Jvv) for eletrons in ondution (valene)band.For i; j = ; v, the set of the higher order moments isEij(x; t) = m2 +1Z�1 v2wij(x; v; t)dv;M (3)ij (x; t) = +1Z�1 v3wij(x; v; t)dv :The equations for the moments of the Wigner funtions an be derivedby multiplying the equations of Wigner system by 1, v and v2 and byintegrating over the veloity spae.The �rst set of equations for the evolutions of the position numberdensities reads as follows
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58>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�n�t = 1q �J�x + i~P2m ��nv�x � �nv�x �+ Pq [Jv + Jv℄�nv�t = 1q �Jv�x + i~ [V(x; t)� Vv(x; t)℄nv� i~P2m ��n�x + �nvv�x �� Pq [J � Jvv℄�nvv�t = 1q �Jvv�x + i~P2m ��nv�x � �nv�x �� Pq [Jv + Jv℄ :In the Kane model, in whih only interations among the ondutionand the valene bands are allowed and all the others are negleted, the wavefuntion  is expressed by (x)u0(x) +  v(x)uv0(x)where u0 and uv0 are Bloh funtions8;9;7. Then, for the two-bandShr�odinger-like Kane model, the total density isntot(x; t) = j j2 = j j2 + j vj2 = n(x; t) + nvv(x; t)and the quantum ontinuity equation takes the form� (n + nvv)�t = 1q div Jtot:Using the expressions for the wave funtion in terms of Bloh funtions, inthe spirit of the envelope theory, the total urrent density for the two-bandsystem isJtot(x; t) = � i~q2m( r � � � r ) = J + Jvv � 2~qPm Imnv :The seond set of equations in the quantum hydrodynami model forthe two-band Kane system is given by the following �rst order momentsequations :�J�t = 2qm �E�x + qmV 0 (x; t)n + i~P2m ��x (Jv � Jv) + 2qPm (Ev + Ev)�Jv�t = 2qm �Ev�x + q2m [V 0 (x; t) + V 0v (x; t)℄nv+ i1~ [V(x; t)� Vv(x; t)℄Jv � i~P2m ��x (J + Jvv) + 2qPm (E � Evv)
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6�Jvv�t = 2qm �Evv�x + qmV 0v (x; t)nvv + i~P2m ��x (Jv � Jv)� 2qPm (Ev + Ev) :The equations for the urrent densities (�rst order moments) ontainthe seond order moments Eij(x; t), whih an be interpreted as energydensity terms.A simple quantum hydrodynami model an be obtained diretly fromthe �rst two moments, by manipulating the energy terms appearing underthe divergene symbol and taking into aount that�Eij�x = m2q2 ��x  J2ijnij!� ~24mnij ��x " 1pnij �2pnij�x2 #+ ~22m ��x (nijTij) ;with i; j = ; v, and applying the isothermal losure onditions on thetemperatures Tij . The quantum orretion term 1pnij �2pnij�x2 an be in-terpreted as an internal self-potential, the so-alled Bohm potential. Thetemperatures Tij are de�ned byTij = < P+P�wij >< wij > � < P+wij >< P�wij >< wij >2 ;where < � > is the mean value and P� = 12 ��x � imv~ .For ompleteness we report the seond order moment equations�E�t = �m2 �M (3)�x + 1q V 0 J + i~P2m ��x (Ev � Ev)� mP2 [M (3)v +M (3)v ℄�Ev�t = �m2 �M (3)v�x + i~8m [V 00v � V 00 ℄nv + 12q [V 0v + V 0 ℄Jv� i~ [Vv � V℄Ev � i~P2m ��x (Evv + E)� mP2 (M (3)vv �M (3) )�Evv�t = m2 �M (3)vv�x � 1q V 0vJvv � i~P2m ��x (Ev � Ev)� mP2 [M (3)v +M (3)v ℄ :3. Conluding remarksA quantum hydrodynami model is obtained diretly from the set of zeroth,�rst and seond order veloity moments of the Wigner equations for a two-band Kane model. In this ontribution, we present some preliminary resultsfor a two-band 1-D struture; the future researh is oriented towards the
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